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ABSTRACT
The results of a deep radio survey at 20 cm wavelength are reported for a region containing the AKARI Deep Field South (ADF-S) near the South Ecliptic Pole (SEP), using the Australia Telescope Compact Array telescope, ATCA. The survey (hereafter referred to as the ATCA-ADFS survey) has 1σ detection limits ranging from 18.7-50 µJy beam −1 over an area of ∼ 1.1 degree 2 , and ∼ 2.5 degree 2 to lower sensitivity. The observations, data reduction and source count analysis are presented, along with a description of the overall scientific objectives, and a catalogue containing 530 radio sources detected with a resolution of 6.2 ′′ × 4.9
′′ . The derived differential source counts show a pronounced excess of sources fainter than ∼ 1 mJy, consistent with an emerging population of star forming galaxies. Cross-correlating the radio with AKARI sources and archival data we find 95 cross matches, with most galaxies having optical R-magnitudes in the range 18-24 magnitudes, similar to that found in other optical deep field identifications, and 52 components lying within 1 ′′ of a radio position in at least one further catalogue (either IR or optical). We have reported redshifts for a sub-sample of our catalogue finding that they vary between galaxies in the local universe to those having redshifts of up to 0.825. Associating the radio sources with the Spitzer catalogue at 24 µm, we find 173 matches within one Spitzer pixel, of which a small sample of the identifications are clearly radio loud compared to the bulk of the galaxies. The radio luminosity plot and a colour-colour analysis suggest that the majority of the radio sources are in fact luminous star forming galaxies, rather than radio-loud AGN. There are additionally five cross matches between ASTE or BLAST submillimetre galaxies and radio sources from this survey, two of which are also detected at 90 µm, and 41 cross-matches with submillimetre sources detected in the Herschel HerMES survey Public Data release. radio continuum: galaxies; surveys
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental challenge in contemporary astrophysics is to understand how the galaxies have evolved to their current form. To address this issue, wide area surveys are required to accumulate large statistical samples of galaxies. To study this question, the Japanese AKARI infrared satellite (Murakami et al. 2007 ) carried out two deep infrared legacy surveys close to the North and South Ecliptic Poles (Matsuhara et al. 2006 , Matsuura et al. 2011 , which are notable because their sight-lines to the distant Universe have the advantages of low extinction and correspondingly small Hydrogen column densities. To support the two AKARI Deep Fields, sensitive radio surveys have been made of both ecliptic pole regions to study and compare the global properties of the extragalactic source populations (White et al. 2009 , White et al. 2010a ). In the present paper the results are reported of a sensitive radio survey at 1.4 GHz using the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) of a region that includes both the ADF-S field (Matsuhara et al. 2006 , Wada et al. 2008 , Shirahata et al. 2009 , White et al. 2009 , Matsuura et al. 2009 , 2011 , as well as a more extended region around it. The ADF-S is the focus of a major multiwavelength observing campaign conducted across the entire spectral region. The combination of these far-infrared data and the depth of the radio observations will allow unique studies of a wide range of topics including the redshift evolution of the luminosity function of radio sources, the clustering environment of radio galaxies, the nature of obscured radio-loud Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), and the radio/far-infrared correlation for distant galaxies.
MULTI-WAVELENGTH OBSERVATIONS
The AKARI ADF-S field is a region located close to the South Ecliptic Pole (Matsuura et al. 2009 (Matsuura et al. , 2011 ) with a very low cirrus level ≤ 0.5 MJy sr −1 (Schlegel et al. 1998 , Bracco et al. 2011 , and correspondingly low Hydrogen column density ∼ 5×10 19 cm −2 . This field is similar to the well known Lockman Hole and Chandra Deep-Field South regions, and has half of the cirrus emission of the well studied COSMOS field at 24µm. The ADF-S field is therefore one of the best 'cosmological windows' through which to study the distant Universe (Malek et al. 2009 , Matsuura et al. 2011 , Hajian et al. 2012 , and is now of high priority for astronomers to build ancillary data sets that can be compared with the AKARI data, and to prepare lead on to the next set of deep cosmological surveys, such as those that will be provided by Herschel (Pilbratt et al. 2010) and SPICA (Eales et al. 2009 , Swinyard et al. 2009 ).
The AKARI ADF-S survey was primarily made in the farinfrared at wavelengths of 65, 90, 140, 160 µm over a 12 deg 2 area with the AKARI Far-Infrared Surveyor (FIS) instrument (Kawada et al. 2007) , with shallower mid-infrared coverage at 9, 18µm using the AKARI Infrared Camera (IRC) instrument (Onaka et al. 2007 ). In addition to the wide survey, deeper mid-infrared pointed observations, using the IRC, covering ∼ 0.8 deg 2 and reaching 5σ sensitivities of 16, 16, 74, 132, 280 and 580 µJy at 3.2, 4.6, 7, 11, 15 , 24 µm were also carried out. At other wavelengths, the region has recently been mapped by Spitzer's Multi-band imaging photometer ( the latter revealing ∼200 sub-millimetre galaxies over an 8.5 deg 2 field; and in the ground-based submillimetre band by Hatsukade et al. (2011) revealing 198 potential sub-millimetre galaxies in an ∼0.25 square degree area. The ancillary data sets summarised in Table 1 will be used in calibration of the radio positional reference frame, and for cross-identifications later in this paper. The AKARI sensitivity limits correspond approximately to being able to detect starburst galaxies and AGN with a luminosity of 10 12 L ⊙ at z = 0.5, or ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGS) with luminosities 10 12−13 L ⊙ at z = 1-2 respectively. Note that the ADF-S has also been observed by the Herschel Space Observatory (HSO) (Pilbratt et al. 2010) as part of the Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey (HerMES) guaranteed time key program (Oliver et al. 2010) .
Optical, radio, X-ray and infrared surveys provide essential support to the interpretation of deep extragalactic radio surveys. The ADF-S has been the focus of recent multi-wavelength survey coverage by our team, with optical imaging with the CTIO 4m telescope (MOSIAC-II detector) to an R-band sensitivity of 25 magnitudes, and at near-IR wavelengths to K ∼18.5 magnitudes with the IRSF/SIRIUS instrument already completed. To support the ADF-S and ATCA surveys, we have separately obtained wide field imaging in the optical and near-IR at ESO (using WFI and SOFI), at the AAT (using WFI and IRIS2), for fields of 0.5 -1 square degree, and spectroscopic observations using AAOmega on the AAT (Sedgwick et al. 2009 (Sedgwick et al. , 2011 .
RADIO OBSERVATIONS
ATCA observations
The radio observations were collected over a 13 day period in July 2007 using the ATCA operated at 1.344 and 1.432 GHz. The total integration time for the 2007 observations was 120 h, spread between 26 overlapping pointing positions to maximise the uv coverage and to mitigate the effects of sidelobes from nearby radio-bright sources. Two of the pointing positions were observed on each night, by taking one five minute integration at each of the two target fields, followed by a two minute integration on the nearby secondary calibrator 0407-658. This cycle was repeated for the different pointing positions, which were observed over ∼10 hour tracks each night, giving similar uv-coverage for each target field. The amplitude scaling was bootstrapped from the primary calibrator PKS 1934-638, which was observed for 10 min at the start of each observing night, and which was assumed to have a flux density of 15.012 Jy at 1.344 GHz and 14.838 Jy at 1.432 GHz respectively. The 2007 data were augmented with a further deep observation made in December 2008 over 5 nights toward a single pointing position at the ADF-S, which lay just off centre of the larger ATCA-ADFS field reported here. This added a further 50 hours of integration time. The data were processed in exactly the same way as that from the 2007 observing sessions.
Calibration
In the following sub-sections the calibration and data reduction methodology are presented. Since much of this is in common with our recent North Ecliptic Pole (NEP) radio survey with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) telescope discussed in Paper 1, we will not repeat the detailed discussion of this earlier paper, but instead just focus on those parts of the calibration methodology that differed from Paper 1. The data were calibrated using the ATNF data reduction package MIRIAD (Sault et al. 1995 ) using standard procedures. The raw data come in RPFITS format, and were converted into the native MIRIAD format using ATLOD. ATLOD discards every other frequency channel (since they are not independent from one another, hence no information is lost), and additionally flagged out one channel in the higher frequency sideband which contained a multiple of 128 MHz, and thus was affected by self-interference at the ATCA. Channels at either end of the sidebands where the sensitivity dropped significantly were also not used. The resulting data set contained two sidebands, with 13 and 12 channels respectively, each 8 MHz wide, which resulted in a total bandwidth of 200 MHz. The lower frequency sideband was mostly free of RFI and required little editing apart from flagging of bad data. However, the higher frequency sideband suffered from occasional local RF interference, and the affected data were flagged out using the ATNF automated noise flagger PIEFLAG (Middelberg 2006), which eliminated virtually all of the RFI-affected data which would have been flagged in a visual inspection. A visual inspection of the visibilities after using PIEFLAG, led to the removal of a few other small sections of RFI-affected data. In total, approximately 3% and 15% of the data were flagged out in the lower and higher bands respectively. Phase and amplitude fluctuations throughout the observing run were then corrected using the interleaved secondary calibrator data, and the amplitudes were scaled by bootstrapping to the primary calibrator. The data were then split by pointing position and each field was individually imaged, before mosaicing to form a master image, sensitivity and noise maps.
Imaging
The data for each of the target pointings were imaged separately using uniform weighting and gridded to a pixel size of 2.0 ′′ to a common reference frame (to minimise geometrical issues in the mosaicing process). The twenty-five 8 MHz wide frequency channels across the ATCA passband were reduced using MIRIAD's implementation of multi-frequency clean, MFCLEAN, which accounts for variation in the spectral index of the calibration sources across the observed bandwidth. After a first iteration of MFCLEAN, model components with flux densities ≥ 1 mJy beam −1 were used to phase self-calibrate, and to correct residual phase errors. The data were then re-imaged and CLEANED for 5000 iterations, at which point the sidelobes of strong sources were generally found to be comparable with the thermal noise, except for a few cases adjacent to bright sources. The individual pointings were then mosaiced together using the MIRIAD task LINMOS, which additionally divides each image by a model of the primary beam attenuation, and uses a weighted average of positions contained in more than one pointing. As a result, pixels at the mosaic edges have a higher noise level. Regions beyond the point where the primary beam response drops below 50% (this occurs at a radius of 35.06
′ from the centre of a pointing) were blanked, which resulted in a total survey area of 1.04 deg.
2 (to the limit of the half power beam width at the edges of the master image). The synthesised beam size in the final mosaiced image was 6.2 ′′ × 4.9 ′′ at a position angle of 0 degrees. The sensitivity varies across the image due to primary beam attenuation and the mosaicing strategy as shown in Figure 1 , although the noise level achieved across the map is ∼35% higher than expected for a thermal noise limited survey, which is due to difficulties in removing the sidelobes of strong sources at the edge of the survey field. This is a well known situation that has previously been seen both for ATCA and WSRT radio surveys, and probably results from both the non-circularity of the telescope beam, and small movements of the primary beam on the sky caused by random single dish pointing errors (i.e. due to wind/thermal loading) that cause the intensity of bright sources near the edge of the primary beam to vary significantly during an integration, making it difficult to efficiently CLEAN those areas.
SOURCE COMPONENT CATALOGUE
The mosaiced region achieves wide-field coverage and good sensitivity at the price of having an unavoidably non-uniform noise distribution. Statistical characterisation of the completeness of detection at various flux levels is therefore a complex procedure that requires accounting for the observing time, mosaic overlap, and primary beam attenuation. Our source detection was made using locally determined noise levels derived from the noise map (Figure 2) -an approach that has already been used in other studies to improve the efficacy of their source detection catalogues (e.g. The component catalogue in this paper was built using the MIRIAD task SFIND in a similar way to that described in Paper 1. However, briefly SFIND uses a statistical technique, the false discovery rate (FDR), which assigns a threshold based on an acceptable rate of false detections (Hopkins et al. 2002) . For the ATCA-ADFS data the approach of Hopkins et al. (2002) was followed by adopting an FDR value of 2%. The components identified by SFIND were visually inspected to remove any obvious mis-identifications (e.g. a few residual sidelobe structures immediately adjacent to the brightest components in the mapped region). Comparison with independent catalogues derived using the MIRIAD task IMSAD (with a 7 σ clip), and with one derived using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) with a locally defined background rms were almost identical with the SFIND catalogue. Hopkins et al. (1998) show that using SFIND in this way provides a very robust estimate of the noise level above which there are almost no spurious positive candidates, with the completeness being robustly set by the choice of FDR, and the locally determined background noise level. An understanding of source confusion, spurious components, sensitivity and completeness are important in any survey that is analysed to its limit, but as this becomes difficult to rigorously establish for mosaiced images with non-uniform noise properties of our mosaic and the fact that some but not all of the components are resolved, it was decided for the source counts analysis in Section 5 to stop the calculation at the very conservative level of 200 µJy, which corresponds to in excess of 10σ signal to noise in the most sensitive parts of the mapped region.
A sample from the final component catalogue is presented in Table 2 , and the entire catalogue is included in the electronic online version of this paper.
The positional accuracy listed in the Table 2 is relative to the self-calibrated and bootstrapped reference frame described in Section 3. Other effects that bias the positions or sizes of sources in radio surveys have already been presented in Paper 1, to which the Table 2 . The component catalogue (the full version is available as Supplementary Material in the on-line version of this article). The component parameters listed in the catalog are: (1) a short form running number (components that are believed to be parts of multi-component sources are listed with a † sign next to the running number (for example 47 † ), with more details about these multi-component sources being presented in Table 3 , (2) the component name, referred to in this paper as ATCA-ADFS followed by the RA/Dec encoding (e.g. ATCA-ADFS J045243-533127), (3,4) the component Right Ascension and Declination (J2000) referenced from the self-calibrated reference frame, (5,6) the RA and Dec errors in arc seconds, (7,8) the peak flux density, S peak , and its associated rms error, (9,10) the integrated flux densities, S total and their associated errors, (11, 12, 13 ) the size along the major and minor axes of the fitted Gaussian component profile and its orientation (the major and minor axes refer to the full width at half maximum component size deconvolved from the synthesised beam, and position angle was measured east of north. Component sizes are shown in columns 11 or 12 only for the cases where S total /S peak ≥ 1.3, as an indicator of a resolved component. Components where S total /S peak < 1.3 were considered to be unresolved, and therefore component sizes are not individually reported for these here. All components were additionally checked visually to mitigate against artefacts that might have slipped through the various checks.
No
Component Table 2 reporting only those more than double the synthesised beam size.
Component extraction
In the terminology of this paper, a radio component is described as a region of radio emission represented by a Gaussian shaped object in the map. Close radio doubles are represented by two Gaussians and are deemed to consist of two components, which make up a single source. A selection of radio sources with multiple components is shown in Figure 3 .
Complex sources
Radio sources are often made up of multiple components, as seen in Figure 3 
where θ is in arc seconds. Therefore 53 radio sources in the present survey (i.e. 10% of the 530 catalogued entries) should be considered to be a part of double or multiple sources according to the Magliocchetti et al. (1998) criterion, and this will be taken account of in the source counts discussed later. These components, and their suggested associations are listed in Table 3 .
Flux density and positional accuracy
The flux density and positional accuracy are presented in Table  2 , and the method for calculating the positional accuracy are described in Hopkins et al. (2002) , and the intensity scales are derived and fully described in Equations 1-5 of Hopkins et al. (2003) . Since the methods for measuring the positional and intensity scale accuracy form part of the methodology of the SFIND technique, the reader is referred to the papers presenting this technique, rather than repeating them here. However, to check the positional accuracy, the ATCA data were cross correlated against the SUMSS survey (Mauch et al. 2003) , where 8 of the bright ATCA sources were Table 2. found to be within 10 ′′ of a SUMSS source (the SUMSS halfpower beam width is 45 ′′ × 57 ′′ ). After eliminating three components which are resolved and appear as double radio sources in the ATCA data, the average offset between the positions in the two catalogues (ATCA-SUMSS) was (∆RA,∆Dec) = (+0.43 ′′ ± 2.31 ′′ , -2.57 ′′ ±2.56 ′′ ), which are consistent with the absolute and systematic errors reported in the SUMSS Catalogue. The ATCA component catalogue was also cross-correlated with the positions of bright compact optical galaxies from our CTIO MOSAIC-II survey (see Table 1 ), which was astrometrically referenced against HST guide stars, and sources from the DENIS database. The mean of the offsets to the 166 bright galaxies shown in Figure 5 was ∆ RA = -0.16 ′′ ± 0.37 ′′ and ∆ Dec = -0.05 ′′ ± 0.46 ′′ , which is also consistent with the SUMSS result.
Summary of flux density corrections for systematic effects
There are two main systematic effects which have been taken into account to estimate the ATCA flux densities, specifically clean bias and bandwidth smearing effects. Bandwidth smearing is the radio analog of optical chromatic aberration, resulting from the finite width of the receiver channels compared to the observing frequency. It reduces the peak flux density of a source while correspondingly increasing, or blurring, the source size in the radial direction such that the total integrated flux density is conserved, but the peak flux is reduced. From Condon et al. (1998) the reduction in the peak flux from a compact radio source as a result of bandwidth smearing is given by:
where S peak and S 0 peak refer to the off-axis peak flux and the peak flux at the centre of axis of the primary beam,∆ν and ν are the bandwidth and observing frequency respectively, d is the offaxis distance, and θ b is the synthesised beamwidth. Prandoni et al. (2000a) have made a detailed study of this for the ATCA telescope, finding similar behaviour.
Fortunately, the closely spaced mosaicing strategy used for the ATCA SEP observations allows the smearing effect to be measured directly, by monitoring peak and integrated flux densities of four bright compact sources that were present in virtually every one of the observed fields, but at different distances from the centre of the beam. Figure 6 shows the measured smearing factor k, which we define as the ratio of the peak flux of a compact source normalised Figure 2 . The horizontal axis shows the SFIND detection threshold as a function of areal coverage. The area used for the differential source count estimation in Section 5 is shown as a solid line, and has a maximum value of 1.04 degree 2 , whereas that of the full image (whose radio components are listed in Table 2 ) is indicated by the dot-dash line and has a maximum value of 2.55 degree 2 . Figure 5 . Positional offsets between bright (R-magnitude ≤ 22 mag) galaxies from the CTIO MOSAIC-II images and the DENIS database, and a sample of ATCA radio components detected at ≥ 10σ levels in Table 2 . to that which it has when at the centre of a beam, as a function of distance from the beam centre. This Figure shows that the experimental data points are reasonably well fit by the theoretical relationship of Condon et al. (1998) , which is overlaid as a solid line on Figure 6 . This correction was taken into account when estimating the peak fluxes listed in Table 2 .
It is well known that as well as needing to consider this effect for single pointings, large mosaiced fields and chromatic aberration, it can also act to reduce point source fluxes in a complex way (e.g. Bondi et al. 2008 , White et al. 2010 . We have empirically examined the effect of bandwidth smearing on our mosaiced data by following the approach adopted by Bondi et al. (2008) to compare the fluxes of bright sources observed close to the centres of individual pointings, with their fluxes determined after mosaicing together to form a merged image. Although the bandwidth smearing can be accounted for using the above equation from Condon et al. (1998) , as Bondi et al. (2008) discuss, the contribution of this to measurements of the peak fluxes in radio surveys is more difficult to rigorously quantify for mosaiced data, where the smearing would need to be modelled with a more complicated function that represents the spacing pattern of the individual pointings. Due to the difficulty in rigorously calculating this, we have therefore followed the Bondi et al. (2008) approach to estimate the most probable reduction to the peak flux densities, as this correction will slightly modify estimates of the estimated source sizes.
Therefore, we ran the same procedure that was used to produce the final radio catalogue, on each of the individual pointings. For the strongest unresolved sources ( > ∼ 1 mJy) the peak and total flux densities measured from the final mosaiced image, were compared with the corresponding peak and total flux densities from the individual pointings, using sources that were no further than 5 ′ away from an individual pointing (this is consistent with the Bondi et al. 2008 approach for the VLA, which is supported for ATCA from our own results shown in Fig. 7 ). The total flux densities of each source in the mosaic were in good agreement (the median value was measured to be 1.01 with an rms dispersion of 0.02), as would be expected for complete recovery of the flux. However, for components whose peak fluxes are affected by bandwidth smearing, the peak fluxes could be underestimated in the final mosaic on average by up to 20%. The peak fluxes listed in Table 2 have all been corrected for this, according to the centre of the mosaiced image of Right Ascension (J2000) = 4 h 46 m 46 s .5, Declination (J2000) -53
• 24 ′ 59 ′′ .0. The other main effect that can influence fluxes is clean bias. Radio surveys, and in particular those consisting of short snapshot observations, have a tendency to be affected by the clean bias effect where the deconvolution process leads to a systematic underestimation of both the peak and total source fluxes. This is a consequence of the constraints on the cleaning algorithm due to sparse uv coverage (see Becker et al. 1995 , White et al. 1997 , Condon et al. 1998 , and has the effect of redistributing flux from point sources to noise peaks in the image, reducing the flux density of the real sources. As the amount of flux which is taken away from real sources is independent of the source flux densities, the fractional error this causes is most pronounced for weak sources. Prandoni et al. (2000a, b) have shown that it is possible to mitigate clean bias if the CLEANing process is stopped well before the maximum residual flux has reached the theoretical noise level. Consequently the cleaning limit was set at 5 times the theoretical noise, to ensure that the clean bias does not significantly affect the source fluxes in the present survey (Garrett et al. 2000) . Gruppioni et al. (1999) adopted a similar strategy in an ATCA survey of the ELAIS N1 field, and found the effect to be insignificant (less than 2.5%) for the faintest sources (5σ detections) but had no effect on sources brighter than 10σ for similar numbers of CLEAN cycles as those performed on the present ATCA data. We therefore conclude that clean bias will have a negligible affect on the present data. Table 4 is the same as that used by Kollgaard et al. (1994) .
DIFFERENTIAL COUNTS
In Figure 8 the differential radio source counts are shown from the ATCA-ADFS field, normalised to a static Euclidean universe (dN/dS S 2.5 (sr −1 mJy 1.5 )). These source counts are broadly consistent with previous results at 1.4 GHz (e.g. the compilation of Windhorst et al. (1993) , the PHOENIX Deep Survey (Hopkins et al. 2003) , and the shallow NEP survey of Kollgaard et al. (1994) ).
The data from Figure 8 are given in Table 4 , where the integrated flux bins and mean fluxes for each of the bin centres are listed in columns (1 and 2), the number of sources corrected for clean and resolution bias are shown in column (3), and the number of sources corrected for the area coverage and multi-component sources in Column 4, and in the final column (5) the differential source counts and their associated errors as defined by Kollgaard et al. (1994) are listed.
To model the observed source counts a two component model was used consisting of a classical bright radio loud population and a fainter star-forming population. It is well established that classical bright radio galaxies require strong evolution in order to fit the observed source counts at radio wavelengths (Longair 1966 , Rowan-Robinson 1970 . The source counts above 10 mJy are dominated by giant radio galaxies and QSOs (powered by accretion onto black holes, commonly joined together in the literature under the generic term AGN). Radio loud sources dominate the source counts down to levels of ∼1 mJy, however, at the sub-mJy level the normalised source counts flatten as a new population of faint radio sources emerge (Windhorst et al. 1985) . The dominance of starburst galaxies in the sub-mJy population is already well established (Gruppioni et al. 2008) , where the number of blue galaxies with star-forming spectral signatures is seen to increase strongly. Rowan-Robinson et al. (1980, 1993) , Hopkins et al. (1998) , and others have concluded that the source counts at these faintest levels require two populations, AGNs and starburst galaxies. This latter population can best be modelled as a dusty star-forming population, under the assumption that it is the higher redshift analogue of the IRAS star-forming population (Rowan-Robinson et al. 1993 , Pearson & Rowan-Robinson 1996 . In this scenario, the radio emission originates from the non-thermal synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons accelerated by supernovae remnants in the host galaxies.
To represent the radio loud population the luminosity function of Dunlop & Peacock (1990) was used (parameters in Table C3 in their paper) to model the local space density with an assumption that the population evolves in luminosity with increasing redshift. The luminosity evolution follows a power law with redshift of (1 + z) 3.0 , broadly consistent with both optically and X-ray selected quasars (Boyle et al. 1987) . The spectrum of the radio loud population was obtained from Elvis, Lockman & Fassnacht (1994) , assuming a steep radio spectrum source of (S ν ∝ ν −α , α=1). To model the faint sub-mJy population we use the IRAS 60 µm luminosity function of Saunders et al. (2000) , with the parameters for the star-forming population, defined by warmer 100 µm / 60 µm IRAS colours, given in Pearson (2001 Pearson ( , 2005 , and Sedgwick et al. (2012) .
To convert the infrared luminosity function to radio wavelengths, we derive below the ratio of the 60 µm luminosity to the radio luminosity, from the well established correlation between the far-IR and radio flux (e.g. Helou, Soifer & Rowan-Robinson (1985) , Yun, Reddy & Condon (2001) , Appleton et al. (2004) ). Helou et al. (1985) defined this relation between the farinfrared flux, FIR/Wm −2 and the 1.4 GHz radio emission, S 1.4GHz /Wm −2 Hz −1 in terms of the q factor given by,
The far-infrared flux defined by Condon (1991) in terms of the 60 µm and 100 µm emission can be written as, 
where the spectrum between 60 µm and 100 µm is defined by a spectral index α, (Condon 1991 (Condon ,1992 ) and a value of α=2.7 (Hacking et al. 1987) , it is then easy to show that:
To convert the infrared luminosity function to radio wavelengths we adopt the above S 60 µm /S 1.4 GHz ratio. We utilise the spectral template of the archetypical starburst galaxy of M82 from the models of Efstathiou, Rowan-Robinson & Siebenmorgen (2000) for the spectral energy distribution of the star-forming population. The radio and far-infrared fluxes are correlated due to the presence of hot OB stars in giant molecular clouds that heat the surrounding dust producing the infrared emission. These stars subsequently end their lives as supernovae with the radio emission powered by the synchrotron emission from their remnants. The radio spectrum is characterised by a power law of (S ν ∝ ν −α , α=0.8). Pure luminosity evolution for the star-forming population is assumed with a best fit power law ∝ (1 + z) 3.2 . This infrared representation of the star-forming population was preferred over using the radio luminosity function directly, since it creates a phenomenological link between the radio emission and the infrared which is responsible for the bulk of the emission in the star-forming population. The observed number counts at fainter fluxes (<1mJy) vary widely from survey to survey resulting in a distribution of the best fitting evolution parameterisation. Huynh et al. (2005) used the radio luminosity function of Condon et al. (2002) and derived a best fitting evolution parameterisation ∝ (1 + z) 2.7 , slightly lower than the work presented here. Hopkins (2004) and Hopkins et al. (1998) used radio and infrared luminosity functions respectively obtaining evolution in the sub-mJy population ∝ (1 + z) 2.7 and ∝ (1 + z)
respectively. Comparing our observations and assumed evolution with the results of our survey in the AKARI deep field at the North Ecliptic Pole (Paper 1) we find that our derived evolution for the AGN and star forming components ((1+z) 3.0 , (1+z) 3.2 respectively) are consistent with the values arrived at for the survey at the North Ecliptic Pole ( (1+z) 3.0 for both components). Both of our surveys at both ecliptic poles (each covering areas of > ∼ 1 deg 2 , similar to the VLA-COSMOS survey of Bondi et al. (2008) and larger than the other surveys depicted in Figure 9 ) result in number counts at the lower end of the emerging picture on excess sub-mJy radio counts, as shown in Figure 9 .
CROSS-MATCHES WITH DEEP FIELD CATALOGUES AT OTHER WAVELENGTHS
To compare the ATCA radio catalogue with the AKARI FIS 90 µm ADF-S catalogue (Shirahata et al. in preparation), we have crossmatched AKARI sources and radio components to search for positional coincidences ≤6 ′′ based on the AKARI positional uncertainty as defined in Verdugo et al. (2007) and the radio components reported in this paper. In the case of the possible double or complex radio sources (see Figures 4 and 3 respectively. From this cross matching we recovered 35 sources in common to both catalogues, twenty-five of which are also reported in the Spitzer 70 µm catalogue (Clements et al. 2011) . We list the ATCA-AKARI cross-matched sources in Table 5 , along with Rband detections from our CTIO MOSAIC-II survey (or in a few cases that are marked with a dagger symbol from DENIS R-band fluxes), and redshifts from the AAT/AAOmega redshift survey. The Herschel data are described in the Figure caption of Table 5 . The 41 cross matched sources, all of which lay within a 5 ′′ error circle, the mean positional agreement was 1.93±1.25 ′′ , showing very good agreement of the coordinate systems. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the fluxes of matched ATCA radio -90 µm sources detected in our survey as well as a larger sample of radio and 90 µm fluxes taken by cross-correlating with the AKARI All-Sky Survey FIS catalogue (Yamamura et al. 2010 , Oyabu et al. 2009 , 2010 with the compilation of radio sources given by Dixon (1970) . Although this Figure does not apply a K-correction to the measured fluxes, it does show us that although many of the ATCA-ADFS sources fall on an extrapolation of sources from Dixon's list to lower fluxes, several of them may be radio loud compared to the majority (in other words lie significantly to the right of the trend line), and which therefore may have active nuclei. Of these, the two most extreme are the following. Firstly, ATCA component 18 (J04421266-5355520) at redshift 0.044 appears on the NED extragalactic database as a bright edge- Table 2 were cross-correlated with the Spitzer 24 µm and 70 µm catalogues (Scott et al. 2010), finding 173 and 31 matches at 24 µm and 70 µm respectively, using the Spitzer single pixel size (2.45 ′′ and 4.0 ′′ at 24 µm and 70 µm respectively) as the search radius. The results of the 24 µm crossmatches are shown in Figure 11 , and the large scatter of the plots The correlation between both FIS catalogues and Dixon's Master list of radio sources at 20 cm was made be searching for components that lay within ±3 ′′ of each other. This conservative limit was chosen to enable secure detections, although the official AKARI FIS Bright source catalogue is 6 ′′ as described in Yamamura et al. (2010) . Radio components 18 and 187 discussed in the text are marked in the Figure. highlights the difficulties of using the 24 µm fluxes as indicators of the radio flux.
Infrared cross matches (AKARI, Spitzer)
This plot resembles that of Norris et al. (2006) showing a wide dispersion. To check for chance associations, the radio coordinates were incremented by 60 ′′ in both RA and Dec, and this new list of positions was cross-correlated with the Spitzer data to simulate what should be blank fields, resulting in 5 matches. Assuming that these are chance associations, the majority of the matched components (≥ 97%) are likely to be real associations. The brightest Spitzer source shown in Figure 11 is ATCA component 187, which . is associated with an R = 17.7 magnitude galaxy, and has a redshift of 0.121 (see Table 5 ). The ATCA components with Spitzer detections which have flux densities ≥ 10 mJy are 11, 12, 155, 160, 236, 446, 448, 458, 530. 
Radio luminosity
The radio luminosity of the sources listed in Table 5 was calculated, assuming a cosmology of H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , with matter and cosmological constant density parameters of Ω M = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7. The redshifts were measured using AAOmega, the fibre-fed optical spectrograph at the Anglo Australian Observatory as described by Sedgwick et al. (2011), and the resultant plot of the radio luminosity against redshift is shown in Figure 12 , where we assume a mean Figure 12 . Radio luminosity as a function of the radio sources with measured spectroscopic redshifts listed in Table 5. radio spectral index of α = -0.7 (where S∝ ν α ) and apply the usual form of the k-correction κ(z) = (1+z) −(1+α) at redshift z. From studies of the local 1.4 GHz luminosity function, Sadler et al. (2002) and Mauch & Sadler (2007) have shown that the low luminosity population with radio luminosity ∼ 10 23 W Hz −1 will mostly be luminous star-forming galaxies rather than radio-loud AGN (Eales et al. 2009 , Jarvis et al. 2010 , Hardcastle et al. 2010 . Although most of the cross-matched ATCA/AKARI sources shown in Fig. 10 fall on the trend shown from the wider sample of cross matches between AKARI and Dixon's catalogue, ATCA components 18 and 187 appear to be radio-loud, although at the lower end of the luminosities reported from the local luminosity function for this class. However, since most of the other cross-matches fit the trend-line, we conclude that the ATCA/AKARI cross identifications primarily trace the star-forming galaxy population.
Infrared Colours
To further investigate the nature of the ATCA/AKARI population we compare the infrared colours of our components from our ATCA survey with cross matches in both the AKARI 90 µm and Spitzer 24 µm & 70 µm bands. In Figure 13 we plot the 24 µm /90 µm -90 µm /70 µm colour distribution of our sources. The models were derived from the SEDs smoothed by the filter bands, and are overlaid onto the spectral tracks of an ensemble of star-forming galaxies from the models of Efstathiou et al. (2000) with increasing far-infrared luminosity from L IR > 10 10 L ⊙ , 10 11 L ⊙ , 10 12 L ⊙ , together with the spectral track of an AGN torus from the models of Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson (1995) . From Figure 13 the infrared colours of the ATCA/AKARI population are consistent with those of star-forming galaxies, although there are selection effects (the requirement to have a 90 µm cross-match) which may bias this, and which would need to be tested with more sensitive infrared observations.
As a further check, the line ratios of with redshifts >0.1, with the result that only one component (ATCA 302) shows ratios that are close to typical AGN values (Sedgwick et al. in preparation) . Therefore the radio luminosities (Figure 12 ), infrared colour-colour plots ( Figure 13 ) and AAOmega spectra all show a consistent picture, suggesting that the ATCA/AKARI crossidentifications predominantly trace a star-bursting population.
Optical identifications
The positions of the components listed in Table 5 were compared with those in the CTIO MOSAIC-II survey (see Table 1 ), taking a maximum search radius of 1 ′′ (based on the offsets to bright radio sources described in Section 4.3. The number of galaxies as a function of R-magnitude was calculated from the CTIO MOSAIC-II survey, which covers an area of size 1.84 × 0.64 degrees centred at RA (J2000) = 4 h 43 m 32.8 s , Declination (J2000) = -53
• 34 ′ 51 ′′ . Based on our choice of a radio error box of 1 ′′ search radius, the chance possibility that a 23rd magnitude galaxy (the most numerous in the above plot) should randomly coincide with a radio component is 0.6%. Making an additional correction for the fact that some of the galaxies are extended or saturated, the chance association of a galaxy with a radio component is still ≤ 1%.
Postage stamp cutouts for 18 ′′ ×18 ′′ regions around the sources with CTIO MOSAIC-II matches in Table 5 are shown in Figure 14 , where the radio component is located at the centre of each box.
The full radio catalogue (Table 2) was then cross-correlated against the CTIO MOSAIC-II survey, resulting in 95 matches within a search radius of 1 ′′ . To test the false identification rate, arbitrary 60
′′ offsets were again added to both the RA and Dec coordinates of the radio components, and the cross-match was repeated, resulting in only two galaxies as probably false identifications, which is roughly consistent with out estimate of the likely false detection rate discussed previously. We can therefore be con- Figure 14 . Optically identified radio components from the CTIO MOSAIC-II images. The number on top of each image is the running number of the radio component listed in Table 5 . The scaling of each optical image has been adjusted to show the optical galaxy. fident to a high degree of the efficacy of our cross identifications. These are shown, along with the (probably false) detections arbitrarily shifting the radio pointing positions, in Figure 15 .
The distribution of associated galaxies with magnitude is similar to that found in the CDFS field by Simpson et al. (2006) and Mainieri et al. (2008) , with the majority of the number of detections rising from an R-magnitude ∼ 17.
Sub-millimetre cross matches
The ATCA radio catalogue was searched for matches with the ASTE/AzTEC 1.1 mm deep survey (Hatsukade et al. 2011 ) which contains the locations of 198 potential sub-millimetre galaxies over a ∼0.25 degree 2 area. We find one credible match that is consistent with the positional errors, lying 5.5
′′ from ATCA component 120 with AzTEC J044435. 35-534346.6 . This has a de-boosted 1.1 mm flux of 2.8±0.5 mJy; a 20 cm radio flux 0.203 mJy; an R-magnitude of 21.4 from our CTIO imaging survey; and is at the highest redshift of 0.825 amongst the ATCA/AKARI detections detected in the AAT AAOmega redshift survey (Sedgwick et al. 2011) .
We have also cross-correlated the ATCA catalogue with the BLAST South Ecliptic Pole catalogue (Valiante et al. 2010) finding five cross matched associations within 10 ′′ of a radio position (i.e. searching to one third of the BLAST beam width). These sources, and their 250 µm fluxes are ATCA component numbers 112, 125, 168, 316 and 409 with 250 µm fluxes of 205 mJy, 119 mJy, 177 mJy, 467 mJy and 130 mJy respectively. The first two of these are also listed in Table 5 as having AKARI cross-matches. We have also cross-correlated the ATCA radio sources with the HerschelHerMES Public Data release catalogue, finding 41 cross-matches, the majority confirming our AKARI detections.
CONCLUSIONS
(i) A deep radio survey has been made of a ∼ 1.1 degree 2 area around the ATCA-ADF-S field using the ATCA telescope at 20 cm wavelength, and ∼ 2.5 degree 2 to lower sensitivity. The best sensitivity of the survey was 21 µJy beam −1 , achieved with a synthesised beam of 6.2 ′′ × 4.9 ′′ . The analysis methodology was carefully chosen to mitigate the various effects that can affect the efficacy of radio synthesis array observations, resulting in a final catalogue of 530 radio components, with the faintest integrated fluxes at about the 100 µJy level. The present catalogue of radio components will form the basis of a further paper reporting cross correlation against extant AKARI and deep optical imaging. Our derived sub-mJy number counts are consistent with, but lie at the lower end of the emerging picture for the excess in the radio counts below 1 mJy. Fitting an evolving galaxy model to our derived counts, we find a consistent picture of radio-loud dominated sources at bright fluxes and an emerging population of star-forming galaxies at radio flux levels <1 mJy.
(ii) Cross-correlating these with far-infrared sources from AKARI, archival optical photometry, Spitzer and BLAST data, we find 51 components lying within 1 ′′ of a radio position in at least one further catalogue. From optical identifications of a small segment of the radio image, we find 95 cross matches, with most galaxies having R-magnitudes in the range 18-24 magnitudes, similar to that found in other optical deep field identifications. The redshifts of these vary between the local universe and redshifts of up to 0.825. Associating with the Spitzer catalogue, we find 173 matches at 24 µm, within one Spitzer pixel, of which a small sample are clearly radio loud compared to the bulk of the galaxies.
(iii) The radio luminosity plot suggests that the majority of the radio sources with 90 µm counterparts are luminous star forming galaxies. This conclusion is supported by a comparison of the infrared colours of our matched sources which are well described by the colours expected from star-forming galaxies.
(iv) There is one cross match with an ASTE source, and five cross matches with BLAST submillimetre galaxies from the radio sources detected in the present this survey, two of which are also detected also detected at by AKARI at 90 µm, and 41 detections with Herschel, of which 12 had not previously been identified by AKARI.
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